Representing clusters using a maximum common edge substructure algorithm applied to reduced graphs and molecular graphs.
Chemical databases are routinely clustered, with the aim of grouping molecules which share similar structural features. Ideally, medicinal chemists are then able to browse a few representatives of the cluster in order to interpret the shared activity of the cluster members. However, when molecules are clustered using fingerprints, it may be difficult to decipher the structural commonalities which are present. Here, we seek to represent a cluster by means of a maximum common substructure based on the shared functionality of the cluster members. Previously, we have used reduced graphs, where each node corresponds to a generalized functional group, as topological molecular descriptors for virtual screening. In this work, we precluster a database using any clustering method. We then represent the molecules in a cluster as reduced graphs. By repeated application of a maximum common edge substructure (MCES) algorithm, we obtain one or more reduced graph cluster representatives. The sparsity of the reduced graphs means that the MCES calculations can be performed in real time. The reduced graph cluster representatives are readily interpretable in terms of functional activity and can be mapped directly back to the molecules to which they correspond, giving the chemist a rapid means of assessing potential activities contained within the cluster. Clusters of interest are then subject to a detailed R-group analysis using the same iterated MCES algorithm applied to the molecular graphs.